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ABSTRACT
The Early Vocalization Analyzer (EVA) is a computer program
that automatically analyses digitized acoustic recordings of
infant vocalizations. Using the landmark detection theory of
Stevens et al for the recognition of phonetic features in speech,
EVA detects syllables in vocalizations produced by infants.
Landmarks are grouped into standard syllable patterns and
syllables are grouped into utterances.  Statistics derived from
these groups and the underlying features are used to derive a
"vocalization age" and two specific screening rules that can
clinically distinguish infants who may be at risk for later
communication or other developmental problems from typically
developing infants in the six to fifteen month age range.

1. BACKGROUND
Considerable research supports the position that infant
vocalizations effectively predict later articulation and language
[1, 2, 5, 10, 11, 13].  Intervention to encourage babbling activity
in at-risk infants is frequently recommended. However, research
and clinical diagnosis of delayed or reduced babbling have so
far depended on time-consuming and often unreliable
perceptual analyses of tape-recorded infant sounds. The
acoustic analysis of infant cry has been examined as a
diagnostic index of the child’s neurological development [7, 12].
But non-cry vocalizations, which may be a more sensitive index
of development because of their roots in different
developmental domains, are not yet widely used clinically as
predictors of future communication performance.  Kent and
Murray [6, p.412] state, "Whereas a considerable amount has
been written about the clinical implications of acoustic analysis
of infant cry, . . . relatively little has been written about similar
implications for comfort-state vocalizations during the cooing,
and babbling stages."  This lack of research information arises
presumably because traditional methods of analysis are time-
consuming or unreliable.  While acoustically analyzing infant
sounds has provided important information on the
characteristics of infant vocalizations, use of this information in
automatic analysis is relatively new [3, 4].

2. OVERVIEW
We have developed the Early Vocalization Analyzer (EVA), a
computer program to automatically analyze recorded samples
of infant vocalizations.  We see EVA as a tool to build a
normative data base of pre-speech infant vocalizations and to
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vide the basis of a screening test, for use in hospitals and
nics, to evaluate which infants are at risk for later
mmunication or other developmental problems.  EVA is
cessful at detecting syllable boundaries in pre-speech

calizations [4].  It can also reliably count utterances and
ssify them as to high, medium, or low F0; and to short,
dium, or long duration [3].  In this paper, we show that EVA
 also provide a clinical tool to distinguish infants at risk for
munication problems from typically developing infants.

3. SUBJECTS
ne typically developing subjects (four male, five female) as
ll as five at-risk infants (four male, one female) were
orded on digital audio tape.  In the latter group, one subject
s diagnosed with apraxia, one with Down syndrome, one
th hydrocephaly, and three (one of whom was premature)
wed motor delay. Of the fourteen infants, two are African-
erican and one is Hispanic. All but the Hispanic infant have
erican-English-speaking parents.   Each infant was recorded
r to eight times for 40 minutes, at approximately monthly

ervals, from six to thirteen months.
Subject Sex 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

T01 boy v v v v v

T02 boy v v v v v

T03 boy v v v v v

T04 girl v v v v

T05 boy c c c c c c c c

T06 boy c c c c c c c c

T07 boy c c c c c c c c

T08 girl c c c c x c c c

T09 girl x c c c c c c c

T10 boy v v v v v v v v

T11 girl c c c c c c c c

T12 girl c c c c c x x x

T13 girl v c c c c c c c

T14 boy c c c c c x x x

Total 10 11 12 10 12 14 12 10 4 2

Table 1: Typically Developing Subjects and Months
Recorded, c - calibration set v - validation set

x - not yet processed



Subject Sex 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

A2

motor delay

boy x x x x x x x x

A3

Down syndrome

boy x x x x x x

A4
premature

girl x x x x x x x x

A5

hydrocephaly

boy x x x x

total 1 0 3 2 3 4 3 3 3 2 1 1

Subject Sex 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

A1
apraxia

boy x x x x x x x x

Table II: At-Risk Subjects, Diagnosis, and Months
Recorded

4. THE EVA SOFTWARE
The EVA software consists of three parts: the Landmark
Detector, the Syllable and Utterance Analyzer, and the
Vocalization Age Evaluator.

4.1. Landmark Detector

The landmark detector is built on the Liu-Stevens Landmark
Detection program for adult speech founded on Stevens’
acoustic model of speech production [8, 9, 15, 16]. Central to
this theory are landmarks, points in an utterance around which
listeners extract information about the underlying distinctive
features. They mark perceptual foci and articulatory targets.
The program detects three types of landmarks:

glottis: marks the time when the vocal folds transition
from freely vibrating to not freely vibrating (-g) or
vice versa (+g)

sonorant: marks sonorant consonantal closures (-s) and
releases (+s) (e.g., nasals)

burst: designates stop/affricate bursts (+b)and points
where aspiration/frication ends (-b) due to stop
closure

4.2. Syllable and Utterance Analyzer

Uses landmark types and times output by the Landmark
Detection program to:

1. Remove landmarks from areas of the recording that
have been corrupted by noise, as well as landmarks
produced as artifacts of the process

2. Group landmarks into "syllables" of certain specific
types such as "+g/-s/-g", using information about their
order and spacing. For each recording session, creates
a profile using the number of syllables, number of
syllables types, and duration of each syllable type.

3. Group syllables into "utterances"--series of syllables
occurring closely together--based on timing
considerations. Describes the average number of
syllables per utterance, as well as the number of
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utterances comprised of 1, 2, 3, and more syllables,
for each subject and recording session.

4.2.1. Finding Syllables

e program identifies sequences of landmarks as syllables
ed primarily on their order. Thirty-eight possible syllables
 recognized, plus a catchall category of "other". Eleven
ognized syllables begin with +g:

+g/-g, +g/-g/-b
+g/+s, +g/+s/-g, +g/+s/-g/-b, +g/+s/-s, +g/+s/-s/-g,

+g/+s/-s/-g/-b
+g/-s, +g/-s/-g, +g/-s/-g/-b

ch of these eleven syllables may have a prefix of +b
elding an additional eleven syllables) or by +b/-b (providing
ven more).  Five syllables begin with +s:
-g, +s/-g/-b, +s/-s, +s/-s/-g, +s/-s/-g/-b

a landmark sequence does not precisely match any of the
lables listed above, then the syllable is classified as "other."

4.2.2. Finding Utterances

e program computes the number of utterances in each file,
 in the group of files as a whole, as well as the average

mber of syllables per utterance. An utterance is a sequence
syllables in which gaps between syllables are no more than
0 milliseconds long.

. Vocalization Age Evaluator

ere are ninety-three syllable and utterance measurements
t we consider in forming the vocalization age:
  4 - Number of syllables per utterance

- 1, 2, 3, or (4 or more, grouped together)
 38 - Number of syllables of each syllable type
  3 - Number of syllables starting with +b, +g, +s
  4 - Number of syllables ending with -b, -g, -s, +s
  6 - Number of syllables with n landmarks, n =2 through 7
 38 - Mean duration for each syllable type.
 also measure the standard deviations of the syllable

rations (if any) for each syllable type.

this initial form, these measures cannot be easily compared
each other: some are discrete and others continuous, some
er wide ranges and others narrow, some may be subject to
stantial measurement error or day-to-day variability and
ers quite robust.  Therefore all are converted to continuous
asures of approximately equal uncertainty or measurement
or.  The result is a list of 93 values whose estimated
asurement errors have approximately unit standard
iation.

r calibration, we compute the mean of the 93 values across
 63 sessions in the calibration set.  This list of 93 mean
ues is subtracted from every session’s own 93-element list
 the set of differences is subjected to principal components
) analysis or, equivalently, singular-value decomposition
].  Because of the previous attention to scaling by the
asurement errors, singular values to be ignored (with their
responding PCs) are just those of order unity and smaller.
 suppressing PCs that merely describe small and unreliable



features in the calibration data set, we are left with 34 of the
possible 62 PCs for any subsequent fits.

The fit to chronological age produces residuals with a standard
deviation of σ = 1.56 months.  (The mean of the residuals is
necessarily zero.)  For comparison, this fit (subtracting the
mean of the calibration set, of course) yields differences with a
mean of -0.6–0.1 month (i.e., a mean delay of 0.6 month) and
standard deviation of 2.02 months when applied to the 28-
session validation set.  As Figure 1 shows, this is virtually
indistinguishable from the results for the calibration set itself
and, because the mean difference is much smaller than 1.56
months, clinically undetectable.

5. DISCUSSION
 Figure 1 shows the Vocalization Age versus the Chronological
Age of all the infants in our study with different symbols for
the three populations: the calibration set, the validation set, and
the atypicals.  In comparing the atypicals with the calibration
and validation sets, we feel it is not appropriate to include the
child with severe apraxia (sessions denoted by dots in Figure 3)
as his chronological age at the recording sessions is outside the
range of the other populations.  The atypicals without this child
show a delay in Vocalization Age of 3.7–0.6 months.  The
standard deviation of delays for this group is 2.6 months,
showing (as might be expected) that this group is less
homogeneous than the two sets of typically developing infants.
Obviously, including the apraxic infant would only magnify the
between-group differences (5.4 months delay, 3.5 months
standard deviation) and strengthen the conclusions.

These differences are large enough and systematic enough that
they provide the basis for clinical rules (see tables III and IV).
Two simple versions, stated in a form suitable for a one- or
two-session screening test, may be formulated:

An infant is (or is not) in the atypical group if any session
(respectively, no session) shows a delay of at least 2 σ, or 3.1
months.

An infant is (is not) in the atypical group if any
(respectively, no) two consecutive sessions both show delays of
at least 1.5 σ, or 2.3 months.

sessions sessions with
delay > 2σσσσ

infants identified
by this rule

Typical 91 4 4 of 15

Atypical 22 12 4 of 4

Table III:  Rule 1

pairs of
consecutive
sessions

consecutive
sessions  - delays
both  > 1.5σσσσ

infants
identified
by this rule

Typical 76 0 0 of 15

Atypical 18 8 3 of 4

Table IV: Rule 2
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these Tables, "Typical" consists of the calibration and
idation sets.  We have kept the calibration that was derived
m the calibration set.  Because the validation set shows a
all overall delay, this produces a slightly higher number of
se alarms than if all Typical data were combined and used
 a new calibration.

e data also support an "inverse" screen: An infant is not (is)
the atypical group if any (respectively, no) session shows no
ay, i.e., shows performance at least at the Chronological
e level.

number

of

sessions

number of

sessions

with vocalization

age above

chronological age

Number of

infants

identified

(as not atypical)

by this rule

picals 91 43 15 of 15

ypicals 22 3 1 of 4

Table V:  Inverse Rule

6. CONCLUSIONS
e vocalization age computed by the EVA software can
nically distinguish infants, six to fifteen months old, who
y be at risk for later communication or other developmental
blems from typically developing infants.

7. FUTURE WORK
ants seem to go through periods of experimenting with pitch
iation.  They might gain little additional control of the oral
iculators during these times and hence the computed
calization age might show little increase during these
ervals.  EVA extracts information from the digitized
ordings about the variation of fundamental frequency, an
icator of pitch.  It may be appropriate to integrate this
ormation into the vocalization age predictor.

 expect that attributes other than chronological age relate to
 features we extract from the digitized acoustic recordings.
r example, the presence of certain features might depend
ongly on fine-motor control, allowing those features to be
d in a measure of motor development.  Others might

rrespond closely to later linguistic abilities, allowing the
tures to predict deficits in such abilities before the abilities
mselves had emerged.

r updates on this work, see 
<http://www.ccs.neu.edu/home/fell/index.html>.
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